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Students mourn NIU tragedy
More than 100
gather for vigil
in memory of
shooting victims
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Barton Lorimor
DAILY EGYPTIAN

J ASON J OHNSON ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Sophomore Nyki Braese is consoled by Rosemary Simmons, director of the Counseling Center.
Braese is a sophomore from Carpentersville studying cinema and phtography, and went to high school
with NIU shooting victim Ryanne Mace.
Kate
Webster, a
senior from
Princeton
studying
social work,
bows her
head during
a vigil for the
NIU shooting
Tuesday
outside of
Shryock
Auditorium.

— where NIU’s campus is located
— and many of his friends attend
NIU. For about an hour Thursday,
Iaccino said he wasn’t sure if his
friends were safe.
Iaccino, a sophomore studying
radio-television, said he was not
close with anyone who was killed,
but he went to high school with
one student who was shot.
Because the tragedy hit so
close to home, he said it changed

J ASON J OHNSON
D AILY E GYPTIAN

See TRAGEDY, Page 14

In-state tuition may be offered to out-of-state students
bordering counties.
“The thinking is they’re taking
students that potentially would
Tuition costs may be going down come here and so this is like taking
for people from counties bordering students back,” Stockdale said.
Illinois looking to study at SIU.
For the program to be profitable,
Faculty Senate President Peggy Stockdale said SIUC would need
to gain an overall
Stockdale announced
increase of 400
Tuesday that the senate’s
budget committee will
students from out
he thinking is of state. The senate
be looking at costs of
budget committee is
offering in-state tuition
they’re taking going
for bordering counties
to be studying
students that
in neighboring states.
the possibility of
it, Stockdale
Stockdale said there has
potentially would offering
been discussion at the
said, and maybe
offices of the president
come here and so come up with some
and the chancellor.
this is like taking suggestions.
Don Rice, interim
“Maybe (trying)
some ideas like
provost said both the
students back.
SIU president and vice
a trial period or
— Peggy Stockdale
offering
it in one or
president are in favor of
faculty senate president
offering lower tuition
two counties to see
rates, but not to everyone. Rice how it goes,” Stockdale said.
said both are interested in defining
The faculty senate is also looking
eligibility for students from out of to put together funds to upgrade
state receiving the in-state tuition and replace broken-down technical
equipment in classrooms. Rice said
rates.
Stockdale said other universities many members of the faculty have
already offer this type of program to complained about equipment not

Madeleine Leroux
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Members of
the Faculty
Senate listen
to interim
Provost Don
Rice speak
about school
weather
closing
procedures.
The Faculty
Senate is
looking into
allowing
in-state tuition
for border
counties of
Illinois.
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Resident strolls down
memory lane about soonto-be-destructed houses.
PAGE 5

Lawmakers
push to
reduce
voting age
Amendment would
give 17-year-olds
eligibility in Illinois

Joe Crawford
When a gunman fired 54 shots
into a Northern Illinois University
classroom Thursday, Nyki Braese
lost a friend.
Braese was one of more
than 100 students, faculty and
community members who gathered
at the steps of Shryock Auditorium
Tuesday afternoon for a vigil in
remembrance of the victims
of the NIU shooting. The vigil
was organized by Undergraduate
Student Government and the
Graduate and Professional Student
Council.
Braese said she went to high
school with Ryanne Mace, one
of the five students killed in the
shooting. Braese, a sophomore
from Carpentersville studying
cinema and photography, said she
appreciated the chance to mourn
at the vigil because she could not
attend Mace’s funeral.
Mace was a caring person who
took her studies very seriously, she
said.
“She was trying to be a counselor
so she could help kids like the one
who did this,” said Braese, who
clutched a bouquet of flowers from
an arrangement she sent to Mace’s
funeral.
Jon Iaccino said he went to the
vigil because he is from DeKalb
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D E
PHOTO COLUMN, PAGE 7: Gus Bode says I’m faster
than Jeff Gordon’s pit crew at changing flat tires.

High schoolers interests in
engineering are whetted by
robotic demonstrations.
PAGE 11
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working properly in rooms that were
re-done within the last few years.
“We just can’t have these rooms
available and not functioning

Student LIfe

properly,” Rice said.
Madeleine Leroux can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 270 or mleroux@siu.edu.

Pulse

Jack Johnson puts
listeners to sleep.
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A lawmaker of more than 20 years
said young-voter turnout is higher
than ever, which should prompt for a
lower state voting age.
State Rep. Lou Lang, D-Skokie,
said he is sponsoring an amendment
to the Illinois Constitution allowing
17-year-olds to vote in state elections.
Since it was assigned to the House
Elections and Campaign Reform
Committee on Feb. 6, the amendment
has caused a number of different reactions from Lang’s fellow lawmakers
and voters close to the age group.
Two state representatives have become
co-sponsors, but legislators, such as
State Rep. Mike Bost, R-Carbondale,
a member of the elections committee,
have said they would not support the
amendment for a number of reasons.
Lang said the committee plans
to meet this week as representatives
return to Springfield for session.
“What we want to do, of course, is
include more and more people in the
process,” he said. “We have found that
the voting turnout patterns have been
dismal ... because we haven’t involved
them in the process.”
Bost said the amendment would
not allow 17-year-olds to vote for
elected positions in the federal government, such as the president, congressman and U.S. senators. The minimum
voting age for such offices is 18 and
regulated on the federal level. Bost said
approving Lang’s amendment would
cost the state more money to print
separate ballots for 17-year-olds, and
create a “nightmare” for county clerks
who would have to make sure each
voter gets the proper ballot.
Lang said Bost’s concerns of separate ballots are not a worry during the
“computer age.”
“I’ve never not wanted everyone to
vote,” Bost said, who encouraged supporters of the amendment to lobby the
federal government to lower its voting
age instead.
John Jackson, a visiting professor
from the Paul Simon Public Policy
Institute and former SIUC interimchancellor, said students near the age
of 20 in his political science classes
have been skeptical of such an amendment. Jackson said he has had the
discussion in class during the past
four semesters, and each time students
have been more against lowering the
age limit because it would add more
See VOTE, Page 14

Sports

Bryan Mullins professes his love
for the Dawg Pound.
PAGE 20
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CALENDAR

Christian Apologetics
Club

Gov. Blagojevich to give annual address today

• Noon today at the Student Center, Corinth
Room
• Discussion of Francis Schaeffer’s book
“Escape from Reason”
• Free admission

Carbondale
Community Learning
Circle

• 5:00-6:30 p.m. today at Trueblood Dining
Hall
• SIUC and Carbondale police are available to
answer questions and concerns of students

All-Majors Job Fair

• 9 a.m.-2 p.m. today at the Student Center
Ballrooms
• Free admission
• Please bring multiple copies of your resume
and dress professionally

The calendar is a free service for
community groups. We cannot
guarantee that all items will run.
Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.

CORRECTIONS
In the Tuesday edition of the DAILY
EGYPTIAN, the story “Time not a problem on ethics test” should have said mathematics professor Walter Wallis, Faculty
Association President Marvin Zeman and
the Faculty Association were parties in a
lawsuit against the State Inspector General.
The DAILY EGYPTIAN regrets this error.
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at
536-3311, ext. 253.

Gov. Rod Blagojevich will join Illinois lawmakers in the trip to Springfield today
to deliver his State of the State address.
Several speculations are surrounding the speech, and what the governor plans
to specifically address. State Rep. Lou Lang, D-Skokie, said he expects the House to
be skeptical of Blagojevich’s new ways to allocate state funds. He said the speech will
not improve the number of stalemates between the state House and Senate.
The governor is scheduled to begin speaking in the Illinois House of
Representatives Chamber inside the State Capitol at noon.
Delivering the speech for the sixth time as governor, Blagojevich will be speaking to a House Chamber that has ridiculed him multiple times for overstepping his
executive privileges. Probably the most criticism came last August when he redirected $500 million from state spending to health care.
Blagojevich is still battling House Speaker Michael Madigan, D-Chicago, in civilactions court. Blagojevich sued Madigan for changing times of a special session of
the legislature. Generally, the house speaker sits close to the governor while the
speech is in progress.
The speech is similar to the State of the Union address delivered annually by the
president, but focuses on the Illinois spending plan instead of the federal budget.

Barton Lorimor can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 274 or barton.lorimor@siude.com.

Police say NIU gunman took steps to ‘thwart any
investigation’

D E K A LB (AP) — Authorities still lack a theory as to why Steven Kazmierczak
gunned down five students at Northern Illinois University — in part because the
gunman took steps to keep his plans secret, according to the campus police chief.
“He didn’t tell people what he was going to do,” NIU Police Chief Donald Grady
told the Chicago Tribune in a story published on its Web site Tuesday. “And he took
steps to thwart any investigation.”
Kazmierczak, 27, committed suicide immediately after shooting the students
Thursday in a crowded auditorium.
Grady did not detail what steps the gunman took to conceal his plan.
Previously, though, he has said that Kazmierczak carried a shotgun to Cole Hall
in a guitar case, an obvious attempt to conceal he had a weapon.
Grady has said there was no suicide note inside Kazmierczak’s car. Authorities
know of no connection between Kazmierczak, an NIU graduate, and any of the
students in the class. And the police chief said that it remains a mystery why
Kazmierczak chose to carry out his deadly rampage in Cole Hall.
Further, Grady said there were no clues in the note or package that Kazmierczak
mailed shortly before his shooting rampage to his former girlfriend, Jessica Baty. The
two shared an apartment in Champaign, where Kazmierczak was a graduate student
in social work at the University of Illinois.
Police have interviewed Baty. But Grady had questions about some statements
Baty made to CNN.
In particular, Baty told CNN that although Kazmierczak had stopped taking
antidepressants recently he was not acting erratically, contradicting statements she
made to police that his behavior had, in fact, become erratic.

POLICE REPORTS
Two reports of bicycle thefts on Monday at
Abbott and Lindegren Halls are turning up
with no suspects. Both reports said the bikes
were valued more than $300.
The identity of a graffiti artist in the
Communications Building is still unknown
by police after the defacement of state
property was found in rooms 1243 and
1050 Monday night.
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GPSC talks about safety, counseling
Student
organization
addresses concerns
after NIU tragedy
Allison Petty
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Graduate and Professional
Student Council members were
uncharacteristically quiet Tuesday
night.
Though the organization’s hourlong meeting featured multiple guest
speakers and topics of discussion,
members observed a minute of silence
before any other agenda items.
GPSC
President
Steven
Middleton asked for the gesture
in remembrance of the victims of
Thursday’s shooting at Northern
Illinois University.
Middleton said he had asked
campus police and counselors to
attend the meeting.
“I don’t know if it was necessarily
concern about safety, but there have
been questions,” Middleton said. “It
is obviously a very hot topic right
now.”
Rosemary Simmons, director of
the Counseling Center, presented
at the meeting and said she wanted
to address negative stigmas about
the center. About one in every 12
SIUC students saw an on-campus
counselor during the 2006-07 school
year, she said.
Simmons added that the university had recently implemented new
Counseling Center policies.
“Our biggest frustration (was
when) a concerned faculty or staff
member would call saying someone

Rosemary
Simmons,
director of the
Counseling
Center,
speaks to the
Graduate and
Professional
Student
Council
Tuesday
night about
the common
misconceptions
students have
about the
counseling
programs
offered at SIUC.
JAMES DURBIN
DAILY EGYPTIAN

overdosed or wanted to commit suicide, and … the student could say no
thanks (to counseling),” she said.
However, new university rules
mandate students who threaten or
attempt to commit suicide must
attend three counseling sessions,
Simmons said. She added that suicidal students were more likely to
be reported by faculty members in
English or communications classes, because feelings of depression
could become apparent in creative

writing assignments.
Simmons said the chancellor
signed another policy Thursday. The
rule requires students to attend three
counseling sessions if they are found
passed out drunk on the sidewalk
or show up to class inebriated and
belligerent, Simmons said. Students
who refuse mandated counseling
would be reported to Student Judicial
Affairs, she said.
She said students could reach
counseling personnel after office

hours by calling the Department of
Public Safety at 453-3771.
Todd Sigler, director of the SIUC
Police Department, spoke to the
organization for about half an hour
regarding campus safety.
Sigler said he hoped students
would be able to sign up for a new
emergency text messaging system
next week. The system would alert
students to on-campus violence and
severe weather situations, such as
tornado warnings.

He said individuals who exercised
compassion and consideration for
one another could provide solutions
to some problems of violence on
campus.
“It’s really about respect, about
how you treat people,” Sigler said.
“That’s something we all need to
really work at and do as good a job as
we possibly can.”
Allison Petty can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 259 or allison.petty@siude.com.
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Possible suspension
of troop cuts won’t
affect plans to
shorten tours
WASHINGTON (AP) — Soldiers
heading to war this summer are likely
to see their tours shortened from 15
months to 12 months, even if troop
cuts in Iraq are suspended in July
as expected, the Army’s top general
said Tuesday.
Gen. George Casey said that while
his forces are strained by nearly seven
years at war, the Army can maintain
15 combat brigades in battle for at
least a couple of months after July
while military commanders assess
the situation in Iraq.
“Fifteen deployed brigades, for
us, is sustainable for a bit longer, certainly enough to cover what I would
think the length of this pause might
be,” said Casey, the Army’s chief of
staff.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates
and Gen. David Petraeus, the top
U.S. commander in Iraq, have both
said they favor a suspension in troop
cuts after July to assess security gains
before more forces leave the country.

News

Cuba hopes Raul Castro adopts reforms
Anita Snow
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HAVANA — Now that Fidel
Castro has retired, many Cubans
are looking to his brother to let
more people open businesses, own
homes and even travel abroad. But
it will probably fall to a new generation of leaders to ultimately fulfill or
frustrate their dreams of prosperity.
During his 1.5 years as acting

president, 76-year-old Raul Castro
has hinted at reform but made
few major changes — a reticence
many see as a sign of respect for
his beloved, more doctrinaire older
brother, who survived despite the
efforts of 10 U.S. presidents to bring
him down.
And while hoping that Raul and
his likely No. 2, Carlos Lage, will
advocate for change, they wonder
how that will fly with Fidel, who

stepped down but isn’t going away.
“There has to be some change,
more freedom with Raul,” said
Andres, 63, who like many Cubans
wouldn’t give his last name for fear
of reprisal when talking about the
Castro brothers. “The other one
always nipped that off at the bud.”
The resignation, announced
Tuesday, should give Raul Castro
the autonomy he lacked as the government’s caretaker since Fidel was

P     

Election setback
diminishes Pakistan’s
Musharraf and could
herald his downfall
I S L A M A B A D, Pa k i s t a n (AP)
— Pervez Musharraf has survived combat as a career soldier and assassination
attempts as president. Now the will of
his own people has pushed him to the
precipice.
A sweeping opposition win in elections has diminished the U.S.-backed
leader’s political standing as never
before and many predict his days in
power are numbered.
Musharraf has already given up his
command of the army, and his rock-bottom popularity at home has diminished
his effectiveness to his Western allies in
the fight against Islamic extremism.
“I don’t see him surviving. It is
just a question of time,” said Shafqat
Mahmood, a political analyst who is a
prominent commentator in Pakistani
newspapers and television.
Monday’s elections, in which the
ruling party mustered just 15 percent
of the vote, exposed how little support
Musharraf has among Pakistan’s 160
million people. Many are alarmed at
rising Islamic militancy, weary of prolonged military rule and struggling
with high food prices.
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Military may attempt
to shoot down spy
satellite as soon as
Wednesday
WA S H I N G TO N (AP) — An
attempt to blast a crippled U.S. spy
satellite out of the sky using a Navy
heat-seeking missile — possibly on
Wednesday night — would be the
first real-world use of this piece of
the Pentagon’s missile defense network. But that is not the mission for
which it was intended.
The attempted shootdown,
already approved by President Bush,
is seen by some as blurring the lines
between defending against a weapon like a long-range missile and targeting satellites in orbit.
The three-stage Navy missile,
designated the SM-3, has chalked
up a high rate of success in a series
of tests since 2002 — in each case
targeting a short- or medium-range
ballistic missile, never a satellite.
A hurry-up program to adapt the
missile for this anti-satellite mission
was completed in a matter of weeks;
Navy officials say the changes will be
reversed once this satellite is down.
The government issued notices
to aviators and mariners to remain
clear of a section of the Pacific beginning at 10:30 p.m. EST Wednesday,
indicating the first window of opportunity to launch an SM-3 missile from
a Navy cruiser, the USS Lake Erie, in
an effort to hit the wayward satellite.
Having lost power shortly after it
reached orbit in late 2006, the satellite is well below the altitude of a normal satellite. The Pentagon wants to
hit it with an SM-3 missile just before
it re-enters Earth’s atmosphere, in
that way minimizing the amount of
debris that would remain in space.

sidelined by intestinal surgery in
July 2006.
The younger Castro raised
expectations of openings in the
state-controlled economy with his
reported fascination with Chinesestyle capitalism, calls for unspecified
“structural changes,” and acknowledgment that government wages
averaging $19 a month do not satisfy basic needs. He also encouraged
Cubans to open a fearless and critical debate, as long as they remember that the
final decisions
his is
will be made
by the island’s
what
Communist
we needed.
leaders.
“That way I hope to
we reach decisions, and I’m God people
talking about have more
big decisions,”
he told stu- freedom.
— Lydis Perez
dent leaders
Cuban resident
in December
2006.
Many Cubans want to hear
more such talk from their next leader. Inspired by Raul, some leading
Cuban cultural figures have called
recently for dropping onerous visa
requirements and other limits on
their freedoms, a message that resonates with ordinary Cubans.
“This is what we needed. I hope
to God people have more freedom
— the freedom to have opinions and
always speak their minds,” 37-yearold Lydis Perez said after dropping
her son off at school. “People talk in
the hallways or the back rooms. ...
There’s a lot of fear.”
Fidel Castro, however, insisted
in his resignation letter Tuesday
that he won’t disappear — or stay
quiet if he sees his revolution going
astray.
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Cuban exile Santiago Portal celebrates Fidel Castro’s resignation early Tuesday. Saying he was no longer
healthy enough to hold office, Cuban leader Castro announced in a letter published in Cuba’s newspapers
Tuesday that he will not seek re-election after 49 years in power and nearly 19 months sidelined by
illness.

Supreme Court rejects
domestic spying lawsuit
nicate with foreigners who were
likely to have been targets of the
wiretapping.
WA S H I N GT O N — The
A federal judge in Detroit largeSupreme Court dealt a setback ly agreed, but the 6th U.S. Circuit
Tuesday to civil rights and privacy Court of Appeals dismissed the
advocates who oppose the Bush suit, saying the plaintiffs could not
administration’s warrantless wire- prove their communications had
tapping program.
been monitored and thus could not
The justices, without comment, prove they had been harmed by the
turned down an appeal from the program.
American Civil Liberties Union to
The government has refused to
let it pursue a lawsuit against the turn over information about the
program that began
closely
guarded
program that could
shortly after the Sept.
11 terror attacks.
reveal who has been
t’s very disturbing under
surveillance.
The action underACLU officials
scored the difficulty
that the
described the situaof mounting a chalpresident’s actions
tion as a “Catch-22”
lenge to the eaveswhich
dropping,
will go unremarked because the govremains classified
ernment says the
upon by the court.
and was confirmed
identities of people
— Jameel Jaffer
whose communiby President Bush
director of the ACLU’s
only after a newspanational security project cations have been
intercepted is secret.
per article revealed its
existence.
But only people who know they
“It’s very disturbing that the have been wiretapped can sue over
president’s actions will go unre- the program.
marked upon by the court,” said
A lawsuit filed by an Islamic
Jameel Jaffer, director of the charity met a similar fate. The 9th
ACLU’s national security project. U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals last
“In our view, it shouldn’t be left to year ruled against the Oregonexecutive branch officials alone to based U.S. arm of the Al-Haramain
determine the limits.”
Islamic Foundation, concluding that
The Terrorist Surveillance a key piece of evidence is protected
Program no longer exists, although as a state secret.
the administration has maintained
In that case, the charity alleged
the National Security Agency
it was legal.
The ACLU sued on behalf of illegally listened to its calls. The
itself, other lawyers, reporters and charity had wanted to introduce
scholars, arguing that the program as evidence a top-secret call log
was illegal and that they had been it received mistakenly from the
forced to alter how they commu- Treasury Department.

Mark Sherman
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Obama and
Clinton face off
David Espo
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WAS H I NGTO N — Barack
Obama and Hillary Rodham Clinton
squared off in a scrappy Wisconsin
primary and in laid-back Hawaii
caucuses Tuesday, their struggle for
the Democratic presidential nomination veering toward the negative.
Wisconsin offered 74 national
convention delegates, and an early
test of support in industrial states
such as Ohio and Pennsylvania.
There were 20 delegates at stake
in Hawaii, where neither Clinton
nor Obama campaigned in person.
Obama began the night with
1,281 delegates in The Associated
Press count, and Clinton with
1,218. It takes 2,025 to win the
nomination at the party’s national
convention in Denver.
Independents cast about
one-quarter of the ballots in the
Wisconsin race between Obama
and Clinton, and roughly 15 percent of the electorate were firsttime voters, according to preliminary results from interviews at
polling places. Obama has run well
among independents in earlier primaries.
The economy, and trade in particular, was a key issue, according to
the survey. Seven in 10 Democratic
primary voters said U.S. trade with
other countries winds up costing
jobs in Wisconsin. Fewer than one
in five said it creates more jobs than
it loses.
Republican front-runner John

McCain hoped to inch closer to
wrapping up the GOP nomination in primaries in Wisconsin and
Washington, with 56 delegates at
stake. The Arizona senator had 908
delegates, and his closest remaining
rival, former Arkansas Gov. Mike
Huckabee, had 245. Texas Rep.
Ron Paul had 14.
Obama began the evening with
eight straight primary and caucus
victories, a run that has propelled
him past Clinton in the overall
delegate race and enabled him to
chip away at her advantage among
elected officials within the party.
Clinton’s aides initially signaled she would virtually concede
Wisconsin, and the former first
lady spent less time in the state
than Obama.
Even so, she ran a television ad
that accused her rival of ducking a
debate in the state and added that
she had the only health care plan
that covers all Americans and the
only economic plan to stop home
foreclosures. “Maybe he’d prefer to
give speeches than have to answer
questions” the commercial said.
Obama countered with an ad
of his own, saying his health care
plan would cover more people.
In San Antonio on Tuesday,
Obama said her idea to freeze the
monthly rate on adjustable rate
mortgages for at least five years
would raise rates on new mortgages. “Even more families could
face foreclosure,” he said. “That’s
why one economic analyst called
her plan disastrous.”
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‘A
different
time’

Former Carbondale
resident remembers
life in neighborhood
near campus

Larry Weller
stands in front
of the house
he grew up
in at 1010 S.
Elizabeth St.
The university
recently
announced
it would tear
down a group
of buildings
that includes
Weller’s
childhood
home.

Joe Crawford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Larry Weller says he sometimes
drives past his childhood home on
Elizabeth Street to remember his
time growing up in Carbondale.
But his old neighborhood will be
virtually unrecognizable soon.
Weller grew up in the house at
1010 S. Elizabeth St., one of 13
buildings on the northwest side of
campus the university recently said it
would tear down. The demolition is
part of the campus’s long-term Land
Use Plan, which calls for rerouting
Lincoln Drive so it runs behind the
Communications Building where
the houses now stand.
Weller said his family lived in the
house until the mid-1960s when the
university, citing eminent domain,
forced them to sell it. The university used the buildings to house
several different units, including the
women’s studies department and the
campus’s public relations branch.
University spokesman Rod
Sievers said the university once
allowed professors to live in the
houses on the northwest side of
campus before they found their own
homes. Otherwise, he said he was

5

J AKE L OCKARD
D AILY E GYPTIAN

not aware of anyone who had lived
in the houses.
Weller, a 56-year-old Cobden
resident, said the university looked
drastically different when he lived in
the Elizabeth Street home.
The campus’ baseball diamond
was located across the street from the
house, where the Communications
Building is now, he said. Where the
Communications Building parking
lot is now, there were once homes,
he said.
“We had hedges along here,” he
said motioning toward the front
yard of the house. “They were
great catchers of the foul balls the

Salukis had hit.”
Much of his childhood was spent
exploring parts of the university,
Weller said.
“We had a lot of freedom. It was
a different time,” he said.
Weller said he remembers climbing into the belfry of Old Main
before it burned down and collecting glass bottles from under the
baseball bleachers to recycle for 2
cents each.
While many parents might worry
about raising their children in a university community, Weller said his
parents gave him plenty of freedom.
“Obviously they had concerns

but they didn’t have the fears people have today,” he said. “They just
didn’t exist.”
Harold Koplowitz said he also
grew up in a house in Weller’s
neighborhood that was eventually
torn down to make way for the university to expand. Koplowitz is the
author of “Carbondale After Dark,”
a book that details the 1960s and
1970s in Carbondale.
Koplowitz said his old front yard
is now part of the parking lot next to
the Communications Building.
“The tallest tree that’s in that
parking lot — that was in our front
yard,” he said.

Koplowitz, 57, of Los Angeles,
said he went to school in the building that is now Pulliam Hall. He
said he recalls spending time as a
child in an abandoned house in the
area that had been burned.
Weller said he was sad to hear his
former home would be demolished.
His memories of the neighborhood
and the time he spent are very positive, he said.
“I thought everybody lived like
‘Dennis the Menace’ and ‘Leave It
To Beaver,’” he said.
Joe Crawford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or jcrawford@siude.
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WOLFE’S EYE VIEW

Through the cracks In and out of unChristianity
DANNY WENGER
dwenger@siu.edu

Libraries are projected as a safe
haven for anyone, especially children, seeking a quiet place to read
and learn. Vigilant librarians shush
patrons as they replace novels on
shelves. Most voices are set to whisper. The occasional ruffle of pages or
hum of air conditioning give background noise to the otherwise silent
landscape.
However, last month the serene
image was broken when a 6-yearold boy was raped at a city library in
New Bedford, Mass.
According to an article in
Tuesday’s edition of The New York
Times, a convicted sex offender
raped the boy. The
man was released
from prison in 2006
and classified as high
risk.
The mayor of
the town wants to
pass an ordinance
to bar high-risk
sex offenders from
coming within a
certain distance of
places where children
are likely to gather. If
offenders come too
close to the designated areas, they
would be asked to leave and fined.
If they don’t comply, they could be
arrested.
The article said many other
towns are considering the same
steps.
Hopefully nothing this heinous has happened within the
walls of Carbondale’s public
library. However, late last year, the
Carbondale police made a break in a
case with a similar problem.
The arrest of Timothy Krajcir
ended the investigation of multiple murders in both Illinois and
Missouri. Krajcir served time for
rape in the 1960s and then was
released and enrolled at SIUC.
There, he ironically earned a bachelor’s in administrative justice and
used his new found skills to elude
police and commit murder.
Passing similar ordinances in
Carbondale, if not nationwide,
seems like it might be a good idea.
According to the Family
Watchdog Web site, there are about
80 sex offenders in New Bedford,
which has a population of about
94,000. The same Web site shows
there are 44 registered offenders in
Carbondale, which has a population
of about 26,000. Mathematically,

the residents of Carbondale are at
a higher risk than those in New
Bedford.
All too often it takes a tragedy,
like this incident in New Bedford,
to illustrate how easily the system
can be bypassed. Too many cracks,
loopholes and openings let snakes
slither through undetected and bite
unsuspecting heels.
In New Bedford, the man
arrested for the rape missed being
classified as high-risk because of an
appeal. He appealed his classification and lost, but moved to New
Bedford a week later. When he
registered as a sex offender, he was
not flagged as high-risk because
the appeal had not been completely
resolved.
Krajcir reentered the society
without setting off any flags as well.
Although attending college was part
of Krajcir’s parole, it
seems that someone
who committed
a crime as serious
as rape should be
watched more carefully. His decision to
study administrative
justice seems like it
should have caught
someone’s eye.
Unfortunately
it didn’t, and many
people have suffered
from the negligence
of how Krajcir’s release was handled.
It’s terrible that society has
degenerated to the point where
we can no longer trust each other.
But when the safety of children is
involved, it is necessary to question
others.
The mayor of New Bedford
wants to take small steps to keep
his city’s children safe. He talked
about making patrons use an ID or
a guest pass to get into libraries. It’s
not full proof, but it would be better
than letting anyone walk through
the door.
Similar steps seem like they
could easily be implemented in any
city library. An ID card machine
would instantly notify librarians of
a risk, or allow them to reject sex
offenders during the application
process.
The steps may seem like an
inconvenience to some, but to
parents and children, libraries are
portals to other worlds and endless knowledge. Closing the portal
to some is better than completely
destroying the lives of others.

In New Bedford,
the man
arrested for the
rape missed
being classified
as high-risk
because of
an appeal.

AARON WOLFE
wolfe86@siu.edu

It was one of those quiet but persistent rumors; a piece of gossip that
was traded in the secrecy of a small
town café or Bible study.
“The preacher’s kid is an alcoholic,” they said. “He’s getting out
of control.”
And as dirty little secrets like this
are prone to do, it developed a life
of its own until it ruined another’s.
Unfortunately for me, I was that
person. Whispers of my purported
alcohol abuse had found its way into
the cracks of my character like water
on a sidewalk, and it managed to collapse my reputation with frighteningly quiet efficiency.
It was because of this event that,
for the year and a half before I left for
college, I sat in a church pew out of
nothing more than enormous respect
for my father. Every Sunday morning
I felt surrounded by whispers of my
every indiscretion. I learned to tune
them out in favor of the comforting
words of the sermon.
I have not willfully stepped into
a church since, and I am far from
the last to do so because of a bad
experience. According to a study by
The Barna Group, an organization

that specializes in researching spiritual-based issues, more than four
out of five atheists, agnostics, those
undecided about their religion and
individuals affiliated with other faiths
have gone to a Christian church at
some time in their
life.
A
statistic
like that doesn’t
happen on accident. Published
last year, it comes
from a groundbreaking
book
called “unChristian” by progressive thinkers David
Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons. They
saw a phenomenon occurring —
drastic shifts in public opinion about
Christianity — and decided it was
time to discover what a new generation of Americans really thought
about their faith.
To put the enormity of this shift
in public opinion into perspective, in
1996, The Barna Group released the
report “Christianity Has a Strong
Positive Image Despite Fewer Active
Participants” that showed 85 percent
of Americans were favorable toward
the church’s role in society. A decade
later, one-third of 16- to 29-yearolds unaffiliated with Christianity
said it represents a negative image
they would not want to be associated with.
It is important to note that anger

or hostility toward Christianity is
not new. In fact, Kinnaman and
Lyons even questioned if there was
a problem beyond what should be
considered normal for any organization — religious or not. However,
the results are so
overwhelming and
shocking to the
average Christian’s
sensibilities that
there is no denying the church has
a huge image problem.
And despite my
own qualms with various denominations of Christianity, I also hate to see
it tripping over its own feet and perpetuating its own negative image. I
have made peace with my faith since
my bad experience with it, but only
because others helped me see that it
was man and not God who betrayed
me. It is this side of the church I
want others to see — the healing and
forgiving side that has nearly become
forgotten.
However, as Kinnaman and Lyons
write, “The unChristian faith is here
in force.”
But we also have a choice of
whether it is here to stay.

Every Sunday
morning I felt
surrounded by
whispers of my
every indiscretion.

Wolfe is a senior studying
English education.

Wenger is a senior studying
Spanish and journalism.
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nor accept the post of President of the Council
“ I will not aspireofto State
and Commander in Chief.
”
Fidel Castro
former president of Cuba
announcing his resignation in an official press release
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Wanted:
A survival kit
Photo column by
Brandon Chapple ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN

believe I am a true-blooded
American.
Despite how I feel about our
preempted wars, horrible international business practices and general
ethnocentric attitudes, it pains me to
say that sometimes, but like every true
American, I could not survive without
my car.
This is my friend Ben
standing next to my piece
of junk, “La Cucaracha.” It
blew a tire in the middle of
nowhere.
It was the fourth tire I
changed this year alone.
During constant trips down country roads, I have noticed that nothing
makes me happier than driving with
the windows down and the music
turned up.
Despite the four tire changes, the
new brakes and the new windshield
that was shattered by a deer’s face, I

continue to drive my roach.
My addiction to oil is harder to
kick than my addiction to nicotine.
The fact that I get to drive all
over this world is one of the things I
treasure most about being a photojournalist.
As much as we need it, I am not
entirely sure if America
is ever going to give
up the open road. If
that were the case, why
would we be desperately searching for fuel
alternatives as opposed
to a great mass transit
system like Europe?
I guess we Americans do not
like being told where to go. I know
the thought of being constrained by
rails or bus routes seems like a strike
against my freedom.
Until that next great innovation, I
will keep driving my roach.

It was the
fourth tire I
changed this
year alone.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Slippery
administrative decisions
D E:
This is an open letter to SIU President Glenn
Poshard, Chancellor Fernando M. Treviño, Public Safety
Director Todd Sigler and anyone else who makes decisions regarding student and faculty safety:
I’m a 2003 SIU alumnus who lived on campus all
four years of my time at Southern. I’m now the editor of a
newspaper in Hong Kong. I can thank my SIU education,
in part, for opening doors that got me here.
I wasn’t the best student, but I cared about my education, so I got up every day and walked to class. And, like
thousands of my classmates, I was subjected to whatever
Mother Nature decided to throw at me.
Occasionally, we had to brave the winter sleet and

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

snow. I fell at least a few times, arriving to class wet and
bruised.
I recall my frustration that more wasn’t being done
to assure students got to class safely. Most students pay
good money to attend SIU, and with that comes certain
expectations. A safe on-campus commute to class is just
one of them. Nonetheless, I found myself doing a balancing act on university-maintained sidewalks after snow and
ice storms.
I was disappointed last week to hear the problem
hasn’t gotten any better, and students still suffer unnecessarily because SIU administrators won’t spend more on
snow/ice removal, or better yet, immediately cancel all
classes when the weather gets as bad as it was. Don’t think
it over for a day in hopes the ice will melt despite subfreezing temperatures.
It’s only a matter of time before a dedicated student
slips on the ice and doesn’t get up. Think of the bad publicity that will receive, and how some parents will tell their

children, “We’re not sending you to a school that doesn’t
put safety first.”
That safety, for students and faculty, shouldn’t be callously brushed aside with comments such as SIU spokesman Rod Sievers’, who was asked about the hazardous
conditions and quoted in the D E as saying,
“This is a four-year university, a major research institution.
It’s not high school. It’s not a community college. I think
there’s a higher level of commitment expected on the part
of everyone who comes here.”
A “higher level of commitment”? Does he consider
risking life and limb as part of that “commitment”? Sure
sounds like it. And it makes me wonder if other alumni
like myself will think twice before opening their wallets
for fat salary raises while students are falling on their
backs.

• Phone number required to verify authorship (number
will not be published). STUDENTS must include year and
major. FACULTY must include rank and department. NONACADEMIC STAFF include position and department. O THERS
include hometown.

Brian Peach

2003 SIUC alumnus
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Musicians entertain
crowd of children

J AMES D URBIN ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Parrish Elementary School kindergarteners Vanessa Bravo, left, and Isabella Chevalier cover their
ears at the high pitched tones of Emily Fons, a graduate student from Milwaukee studying opera and
music theater, in the Shryock Auditorium Tuesday morning.

Southern Illinois Symphony Orchestra
presents Music for Young Listeners concert
Madeleine Leroux
DAILY EGYPTIAN

After watching the Southern
Illinois Symphony Orchestra, Joelle
Keener said she wants to learn to play
every instrument.
The orchestra presented a Music
for Young Listeners concert at 10
a.m. Tuesday in Shryock Auditorium.
Attending the concert were children
from five elementary schools in the
area, from pre-kindergarten to eighth
grade.
Keener, an eighth grade student at
Ewing Elementary School, said the
concert was amazing. Keener already
plays three instruments, including
clarinet, and said her favorite part was
the clarinet solo, performed by Paul
Vincent Petrucelly.
“I dragged myself out of bed for

often attends open concerts at
Shryock.
“I think it’s good for kids to be
exposed to all kinds of culture,” Koine
said.
this,” Keener said.
Koine said the concert was a good
Edward Benyas, music director experience for children of all ages
of the Southern Illinois Symphony because any of the children in attenOrchestra, said the free concert was dance could be performing on the
open to all elementary
Shryock stage in the
future.
schools in the area, but
was especially geared
Soloist Emily Fons,
think it’s good a graduate student from
toward children ages
3 to 6.
Milwaukee studying
for kids to be
The musical peropera and music theater,
exposed to all
formance began as
performed an aria for
soon as the children
children. The seleckinds of culture. the
entered
Shryock,
— Edith Koine tion was from an opera
aid at Parrish Elementary School based on the story of
where a brass quintet was playing in the
Cinderella.
lobby. The performance also included
“Sometimes I think people foran introduction to the orchestra with get that classical music, and opera, of
Benyas naming the sections of an course, is meant to be entertainment,”
orchestra and short demonstrations of Fons said.
different instruments.
Edith Koine, an aid at Parrish
Madeleine Leroux can be reached at
Elementary School, said the school 536-3311 ext. 270 or mleroux@siu.edu.
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Students use mind games to explore SIU
27th Annual
Engineering Day
shows major’s fun side
Jakina Hill
DAILY EGYPTIAN

All wings of the Engineering
Building and its courtyards were
invaded by high school students
in search of points that could earn
them a mystery prize at the end of
the 27th Annual Engineering Day.
Thirteen engineering organizations each sponsored a game for
the SIU engineering mind games
event. Organizations such as
National Association of Industrial
Technology and Tau Beta Pi chose
a student to show high school students how much fun engineering
can be with projects from various
competitions.
Precision pacing, the egg drop
and the robotic challenge were some
of the more popular events in past
Engineering Days at SIU.
Giggles that could no longer
be held in erupted as one student
crashed a manipulated RC car into
a vent. Tyler Madding, a junior from
Decatur studying industrial technology, laughed along and assured
one of many students having trouble
navigating the little truck they were
doing fine.
About an hour after the events
began, Madding said he had already
given points to at least 100 students.
“The crowd slows down then
really picks up,” Madding said. “I’m
having a blast.”
Carbondale Community High
School juniors Kara Gilbert, Kirsten
Kennedy and Margaret Rendleman

Tim Goeckner,
a junior
studying
mining
engineering,
sets up the
production
efficiency
event as Luke
Bloklein, from
Waterloo High
School, tries
to beat his
competitor
by scooping
coal onto a
plate during
Engineering
Day Tuesday
afternoon
at the
Engineering
Complex.
D U VALE R ILEY
D AILY E GYPTIAN

hurried in from the cold after
launching a rocket—an empty twoliter bottle filled with water.
“It’s interesting to see the campus and interact with people that
go here,” Kennedy said. However,
all the girls agreed that because they
are from Carbondale they would

rather go to school outside of their
hometown.
“If my parents moved away I’d
probably stay,” Gilbert said.
More than 400 students from 16
schools participated in the events.
Associate Engineering Dean
John Nicklow said it is National

Engineering Week across the country and this is the only celebration in
the southern part of the state.
Engineering Day at SIU aims
to introduce high school students
throughout Illinois not just to the
engineering programs, but to SIU
as a whole.

“It’s our opportunity to reach out
to them and have them participate
in some fun games and see how
engineering can be fun for them,”
Nicklow said.
Jakina Hill can be reached at
536-3311 or jhill@siu.edu.
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A little bit of medi-rock-rity
Devin Vaughn
DAILY EGYPTIAN

British Sea Power
‘Do You Like Rock Music?’
Release date: Feb. 12
Rough Trade
http://www.britishseapower.co.uk

2.5 out of 5 stars

In the world of music, there is
something called “mom rock.”
It is a type of rock and roll that is
unchallenging, unadventurous, inof-

fensive and yet by all means catchy.
In short, it’s music you can listen to
with your mom. Coldplay, Matchbox
Twenty and U2 are just a few of
the bands comprising today’s mom
rock pantheon, and with “Do You
Like Rock Music?” British Sea Power
seems to be joining them.
Every song on “Rock Music” sticks
to a very standard and palatable guitar-bass-and-drums approach, overblown with an arena rock level of
production. It sounds big, but its size
is commensurate with its lifelessness.
“All in It” kicks things off, starting
with a repeating and slowly rising chorus, which gains size and momentum
as steady drumbeats, organ chords

and distorted guitar effects move in
to build a sense of grandeur and
anticipation for the next track, “Lights
Out for Darker Skies.” Unfortunately
a cathartic moment isn’t to be found
there –– or anywhere else on the
album.
Each song tries to build up to
something, but that something is
never quite reached. “Waving Flags,”
the album’s first single, is another
perfect example: Echoing vocals, a
backing chorus and crescendoing guitars all tease the listener into believing
there will be some justification for
all of the track’s pomp and circumstance at the end of the song, but
there is nothing to be found except a

fade to silence.
It wasn’t always this way.
British Sea Power is not mediocre;
it is just that mediocre is all it is aspiring to be on this album. After all, the
band’s 2003 debut, “The Decline of
British Sea Power,” was an interesting
(and slightly weird) display of creative
potential. Five years later, however, the
band seems to have run out of ideas
(or maybe personality). One can only
hope this is temporary and the group
hasn’t chosen now to be the time to
live up to the title of its debut album.
Solid, safe and radio-ready, British
Sea Power’s latest is likely to be played
anywhere one doesn’t want to draw
attention to oneself but seem vaguely
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hip –– and if the title “Do You Like
Rock Music?” is truly supposed to be a
question to the audience, all the moms
out there will probably scream, “Yes,”
but the rest of us are likely to softly
intone, “Meh ...”
Devin Vaughn can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or
dmv86@siu.edu.

Jack Johnson evokes soothing ‘Sleep’
Julie Engler
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Jack Johnson
‘Sleep Through The Static’
Release date: Feb. 5, 2008
Brushfire Records
http://www.jackjohnsonmusic.com

Jack Johnson’s music has always
been laid-back, feel-good acoustic
jams everyone can enjoy.
Johnson usually has a few great
sing-a-longs, especially from earlier
albums “In Between Dreams” and
“On And On.” But this time around,
Johnson made a middle-of-the-road
album full of bedtime stories to fall
asleep to while listening.
“Sleep Through The Static,”
Johnson’s fifth full-length release,
doesn’t have quite the surfer appeal
as his other releases. It doesn’t sound
like an album to play on the beach.
Unfortunately, more heartrending,
slower tracks on his new album have

a tendency to become a little static.
strumming instead of filling in for his
Johnson has a certain formula for voice when it is needed.
songwriting he follows for every song
Though his music might be a
he writes; his songs are inherently little boring, Johnson’s lyrics and
“Jack Johnson,” so much so that his singing are golden, as they always
songs can’t be mistaken for anything are. He’s never afraid to sing from
else. “Sleep” is no exception, and the heart, though, “Sometimes it feels
while some song intros are unique like a heart is no place to be singing
and interesting, the song eventually from at all,” he emotes on “All At
warps back to home base.
Once,” the opening track. Just like
On many tracks,
he describes on
Johnson seems to
“Enemy,” it seems
enjoy staying in the
some melancholy
background, strumtone is haunting
2.5 out of 5 stars
ming on the offbeat
Johnson, and it’s
obvious on this
and singing out his
soul. “Hope” has the Johnson sound, often gloomy album.
but his guitar playing is too stagThere are new sounds thrown
nant.
in here and there: a banjo on the
Whereas his little acoustic guitar title track, an accordion on “They
riffs were never amazing, but respect- Do They Don’t” and a jazzy piano
able and sounded good, “Sleep” is on “Monsoon.” They’re interesting
pretty much devoid of them. The little bits that reward listeners for
acoustic guitar really becomes a back- paying close attention, but can easily
bone instead of a strong expresser, get lost in the sparse sea of instruholding the melody with a light ments resting behind Johnson and
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his guitar.
Johnson is enjoyable on “Sleep,”
but the music on this album has
a tendency to have the same eyeclosing effect as hinted in the title

— though a listener will have a lasting smile during the nap.
Julie Engler can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or julie86@siu.edu.

‘Lust’ spooky, sweet pop-noir
Raveonettes latest stark, sound, repetitive
torted guitar — too similar to The
Jesus and Mary Chain — becomes
a vicious repetition throughout the
The Raveonettes
whole
album. “Lust Lust Lust” could
‘Lust Lust Lust’
use more sound variety within the
Release date: Feb. 19
Vice Records
songs. But for a duo, that experimenhttp://www.theraveonettees.com
tation can be hard — and impossible
With the opening scratchy gui- to recreate on stage — so the group
tar and steady bass drum and snare sticks to what it knows, and that’s
beat, The Raveonettes’ “Lust Lust vocal harmonies.
Sharin Foo takes the lead, sweetly
Lust” easily could be mistaken for an
industrial album.
chanting the main melody, while
As dark as the opening track, “Aly, Sune Rose Wagner’s droning, more
Walk With Me,” is, the latest album monotonous voice backs her up. The
from the Danish duo is anything but two form an equilibrium of sweet
doleful and morose.
and sour that sounds
Mixing simple, oldperfectly matched to
ies-pop melodies
go along with the
rest of what’s hapwith a dirty, dispening instrumen3 out of 5 stars
torted guitar, “Lust
Lust Lust” is equally
tally.
suggestive as it is light-hearted.
“Blitzed” comes straight out of
Tracks such as “Dead Sound,” Ramones-era punk, with punchy
“Black Satin” and “You Want The refrain of a verse (think “I Wanna
Candy” have a sweet ring to them Be Sedated”). Unlike some bands
while keeping a grungy tone. These who claim to be wholly original,
components make the music itself The Raveonettes don’t hide their
seem contradictory at times. But The influences, ranging from Depeche
Raveonettes break down musical Mode to pop oldies. “With My Eyes
barriers and blend sounds according Closed” is a song pulled straight off
to their own formula.
the 1950s slow-dance floors, with a
Though it is interesting, the dis- chord progression and charm to the

Julie Engler
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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likes of “Earth Angel.”
Equally enchanting is “The Best
Dies,” a relaxed and steady love song
with an underlying depressing tone,
much like the title suggests. “The
deep dark silence, stay here with me.
What death you face, I’m in love,”
Sharin sings solo.
The Raveonettes win as many
points as they lose for originality on
“Lust Lust Lust,” but while it may
be repetitive, the album is whole and
on-track, showing the duo has an
understanding of what it wants to
accomplish — and The Raveonettes
succeed whole-heartedly.
Julie Engler can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or julie86@siu.edu.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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uninformed voters to the mix.
To address those concerns, Lang
again turned to the computer as an
answer. He said a 17-year-old consistently on the Internet is more informed
than older voters.
A representative from the Illinois
State Board of Elections said statistics from the state’s 2008 general
primary election will not be available
until March 7, but a report from the
Washington Post on Feb. 5 said the
young-voter turnout in Illinois during
the primary was higher than previous
years.
With the increased level of student
involvement, Jackson said campaigns
have to rely on Internet social groups,
such as Facebook and MySpace, to
get their political message across to
the younger demographic. Jackson said
lowering the voting age would add to
that dependency.
Lang said the amendment requires
60 percent approval from both Illinois

TRAGEDY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

his perspective.
“You really take everything for
granted,” he said. “It really could happen
anywhere.”
University Chancellor Fernando
Treviño, who spoke at the event, said
members of the SIUC community
should reach out to one another during
the time following the shooting.
“There’s nothing to be said about
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e have found that the voting turnout patterns have
been dismal ... because we haven’t involved them
in the process.
— Lou Lang
state representative,
D-Skokie

legislative bodies, but not a governor’s
signature. Instead, if it obtains the necessary support, the issue would be taken
to Illinois voters on the Nov. 4 general
election ballot. This means 17-yearolds will have to wait until the general
primary election in Spring 2009 to cast
a ballot.
The amendment in Illinois is not
the first of its kind. Lang said lawmakers in Iowa and Washington are deliberating similar amendments to their
state constitutions as well. The amendment in Iowa would allow 17-year-olds
to vote in school board elections.
A report from the St. Louis PostDispatch said 11 states already allow
17-year-olds to vote in primary elections if they will be 18 by November.

Jackson said current deliberations of
lowering the voting age to 17 are similar
to the debates of making 18-year-olds
eligible in 1971. He said lawmakers
were concerned the age group was not
well informed on political issues.
The amendment is the most recent
piece of legislation assigned to the elections committee, which means all other
issues need to be addressed before the
voting age. But Lang said he hopes the
amendment moves out of committee
before sessions end on Friday.
“I think there’s no downside to this,”
Lang said.

tragedies like this — it’s senseless,” he
said.
The Rev. Joseph Brown, director of
the university’s Black American Studies
program, spoke to the crowd, saying
everyone feels at some point as if he is a
“motherless child.”
Brown said the only reason he could
pin down for holding a vigil was the
community’s desperate desire to be
together.
“We know perfectly well that could

have happened any time anywhere at
the hands of any one of us,” he said.
Brown said it was unfortunate that
it took a tragedy like the NIU shooting
to get the attention of students.
“You are your brother’s keeper and
your sister’s keeper,” he said. “Don’t wait
for a tragedy to tell you that.”

Barton Lorimor can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 274 or
barton.lorimor@siude.com.

Joe Crawford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or
jcrawford@siude.com.

News

Obama beats Clinton
ninth straight in Wisconsin
Eyes shift to
Texas primary

working class voters in the blue
collar battleground, according to
polling place interviews.
The economy and trade were
key issues in the race, and seven
in 10 voters said international
David Espo
trade has resulted in lost jobs in
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wisconsin. Fewer than one in
WA S H I N GT O N
— five said trade has created more
Barack Obama cruised past a jobs than it has lost.
fading Hillary Rodham Clinton
Clinton made no mention of
in the Wisconsin primary Tuesday her defeat, and showed no sign
night, gaining the upper hand of surrender in an appearance
in Youngstown,
in a Democratic
presidential race for
Ohio.
“Both Senator
the ages.
he change we Obama
and I
It was Obama’s
seek is still
ninth
straight
would
make
victory over the past
history,”
the
months and miles former first lady
three weeks, and
left the former first
said. “But only
away.
lady in desperate
— Barack Obama one of us is ready
Democratic on day one to
need of a comeback
presidential hopeful
in a race she long
be commander
in chief, ready to manage our
commanded as front-runner.
“The change we seek is still economy and ready to defeat the
months and miles away,” Obama Republicans. Only one of us has
told a boisterous crowd in spent 35 years being a doer, a
Houston.
fighter and a champion for those
He cut deeply into Clinton’s who need a voice.”
political bedrock in Wisconsin,
In a clear sign of their standing
splitting the support of white in the race, most cable television
women in Wisconsin almost networks abruptly cut away from
evenly with the former first coverage of Clinton’s rally when
lady and running well among Obama began to speak in Texas.
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by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black
by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Today’s Birthday (02—20—08) You’ll
have the determination this year to finish a difficult task. You can build what
you want on your own, with help as
necessary. Begin with a thorough plan.
To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21—April 19) —
Today is a 7 — One good turn leads
to another, as you begin to realize you
don’t have to be in control all the time.
That’s an illusion anyway. Relax in good
company.
Taurus (April 20—May 20) —
Today is a 6 — You have a good ability
to see the big picture now. This will be
very useful to your associates. If they get
bogged down in details, remind them
of the objective.
Gemini (May 21—June 21)
— Today is a 7 — New information
leads you to make the perfect decision. If you’re still wondering what to
do, start asking questions of someone
who knows.

THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS
1 Rooster’s pride
5 Aids a criminal
10 Don’t move!
14 Capital of
Samoa
15 Second airing
16 On the quiet
side
17 Redhead Lucille
18 Excuse
19 Seward
Peninsula town
20 Chef’s quick
creations
23 Golfer Ernie
24 Shade tree
25 Jamaican cultist
28 NYC arena
31 Immature
insect
35 Mind reading
36 Place of
worship
39 College bigwig
40 Chef’s brunch
dilemma
43 Head of France
44 Oddball
45 Payable
46 Lulus
48 Slightly shifty
49 Tightwad
51 Stretch of time
53 Cross or Blue

17

Cancer (June 22—July 22) —
Today is a 7 — You have what you need
to get what you want. Shop around
for the best deals, and use what you
already have creatively. You could make
a profit.
Leo (July 23—Aug. 22) — Today is
a 7 — Others look to you for leadership.
There’s a good reason why. You think
things out before you start. Encourage
them to do likewise.

Virgo (Aug. 23—Sept. 22) —
Today is a 7 — Your employer is most
impressed when you produce results
before deadline and at less cost than
anticipated. You have the self—discipline to achieve that goal.
Libra (Sept. 23—Oct. 22) — Today
is a 7 — Before you and your team can
really get into a new endeavor, you
need to have all the bugs worked out of
your routine. Get it down pat, and take
it on the road.
Scorpio (Oct. 23—Nov. 21) —
Today is a 7 — Listen to the person
in charge of the situation. You may see
how to make a shrewd investment.
Balance what you hear against your
own experience.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22—Dec. 21) —
Today is a 7 — Accept coaching from
a person who’s already where you’re
going. Specifically, ask what you need
to know and what you should avoid.
Learn the easy way.
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 19) —
Today is a 7 — Pay the bills. You always
feel much better once that’s done. Then,
catch up on your reading. There’s something in that stack of papers you can
use.
Aquarius (Jan. 20—Feb. 18) —
Today is a 7 — The confusion is clearing
up. You’ll soon be able to make a good
decision, with the help of an expert. Do
what’s best for somebody else.
Pisces (Feb. 19—March 20) —
Today is a 7 — Give yourself time to
think and the answer should become
clear. It may not quite fit your pictures,
but you can live with that.

(c) 2008, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

54 Chef’s secret
ingredient
62 Kuwaiti ruler
63 Soviet
collective
64 Diplomat Elihu
66 __ Hari
67 “West Side
Story” hit

68 Slaughter of
baseball
69 Asian sea
70 Silvery food fish
71 Laertes or
Hamlet, e.g.
DOWN
1 Hack

7 Composer Satie
8 Hollow cylinder
9 Maliciously
derogatory
10 Not from a
factory
11 __ vera
12 “Champagne
Tony” of golf
13 PGA pegs
21 “Killing Me
Softly...” singer
22 Off one’s feed
25 Right-hand
page
26 Unusually pale
27 Malicious illwill
28 Flowing tresses
29 Ruin

2 Colorful marine
fish
3 Uris novel, “__
18”
4 “Swan Lake,”
e.g.
5 Riyadh
residents
6 Actor Lugosi

30 Saxophonist
Mulligan
32 Marsh grasses
33 Indistinct
34 Wrath
37 Fell trees
38 Inc. in the U.K.
41 Of the brain
42 Ancient writer
47 __ Lanka
50 Hardened (to)
52 Don or Samuel
53 Musical note
54 Disaster org.
55 Actor Sharif
56 Poet Dove
57 Whiskey shot
58 Tours to be
59 S

by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

NAGLD
©2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

RAMOJ
CAMBLE
www.jumble.com

WRALEY

Sudoku

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

A: A

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

Yesterday’s

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Tuesday’s puzzle

© 2008 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

2/20/08

(Answers tomorrow)
VALET
WOBBLE
SULTRY
Jumbles: FLUKE
Answer: Can be heard at a snooty garden party —
“FLOWERY” TALK
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Senior guard Jared Josten adds
10.3 points while sophomore center Jordan Eglseder records 10.1
points per game for the Panthers
who are coming off a 65-55 loss to
No. 16 Drake on Saturday.
The last time the two teams met
was on Feb. 2 in a 68-63 Saluki loss
in Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Fouls got the Salukis in trouble
throughout most of the game, as
the Panthers shot 40 free throws in
the 40 minutes of play.
This time around, however,
Mullins said the Salukis need to
pressure the Panthers’ guards and
be more productive on offense.
Lowery said the team didn’t
play hard enough in the first meeting and being at home will help
that tonight.
“We did foul and a lot of those
were fouls,” Lowery said. “But
some of them you are obviously
going to question, but when we
play hard it doesn’t matter what
the referees do.”

SIU senior
forward Randal
Falker is
double teamed
by Drake
defenders
during the Feb.
13 contest at the
SIU Arena. Falker
scored 14 points
in the Salukis’
74-67 victory
over Wichita
State.

Megan Kramper can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 256 or
megkramp@siu.edu.
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Boyle said he understands the
tendencies of Fay, Green and Bone
from playing with them so much
and that it helps in game situations.
“From the bench you can see
how the game is being played and
what the refs are calling,” Boyle
said. “Then mainly just come in
and go harder than the starters and
pick them up.”
Fay said the opportunity to
observe from the bench has
helped him progress. Though he
usually puts in only 10 minutes
per game, Fay said he has become
more comfortable with his role on
the team.
“Going in there at the same
time as Tony and Tyrone it helps
out a lot,” Fay said. “Just knowing
they’re coming out with me and

B RANDON C HAPPLE
D AILY E GYPTIAN
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MULLINS

J

ust knowing they’re
coming out with
me and I’m not going
in by myself makes it
comfortable.
— Carlton Fay
freshman forward

I’m not going in by myself makes
it comfortable.”
The bench will look to continue its recent success tonight
against Northern Iowa. The
last time the Salukis played the
Panthers, Bone scored 13 points
while Boyle added six and Fay
was held scoreless. Northern Iowa
took the victory 68-63.
Jeff Engelhardt can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 269 or jengel@siu.edu
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DE: Who is the loudest?
BM: (Senior guard) Dion
Coopwood.
DE: Who eats the most?
BM: Probably (sophomore forward) Jordan (Armstrong).
DE: Who is the hardest working?
BM: I’d probably say me or
(senior forward) Matt Shaw.
DE: You live with sophomore
Jordan Armstrong and Christian
Cornelius ... tell us what that is like?
BM: It’s funny. They’re always
cracking jokes. They play college basketball non-stop on Playstation so
I get to hear about all the different
teams when I’m around the apartment.
DE: Many of your teammates say
you’re the hardest working. Do you
think so?
BM: Yeah, you know I definitely
take pride in getting in the gym every
night and showing my teammates
how hard I work.
DE: If you could have one super
power, what would it be and why?
BM: It would probably be to fly.
Megan Kramper can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 256 or
megkramp@siu.edu.
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New York Yankees senior vice president Hank Steinbrenner told the Associated Press
on Monday that the NFL has a bigger steroid problem than major league baseball. Do
you think Steinbrenner is right?

JEFF
ENGELHARDT
jengel
@siu.edu

lcm1986
@siu.edu

Chris Lowery

“Of course NFL players take steroids, but
it is not a problem because it is the NFL. MLB
has the problem because it’s America’s pastime and the U.S. Congress does not like their
country’s game tainted. Steinbrenner is just
trying to take the heat off baseball, but the
NFL will be fine with slipping a couple positive
tests slip through the cracks because they have
bigger athletes anyway.”

“I think Steinbrenner is just upset with
his players making a mess all over the MLB
because they got caught, so he’s trying to
bring down other leagues. Football players MEGAN KRAMPER
are naturally bigger human beings with
megkramp
a lot more natural muscle. Steinbrenner
@siu.edu
needs to keep track of his own players
instead of worrying about the NFL.”

LUIS MEDINA

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“Boss Jr. makes a great point. You don’t see
Congressional hearings on Shawn Merriman’s
or Rodney Harrison’s use of performance
enhancing drugs, and those guys are All-Pro
caliber players who were suspended for a
handful of games. But I think the NFL has bigger problems with the legal issues of guys like
‘Pac Man’ Jones and Michael Vick.”

“

We didn’t play hard.
We gave up wide-open
threes and let them do
whatever they wanted. It was
a situation where we started
out slow by not playing hard
like we have done at a lot of
places. “
— Coach Chris Lowery on what the
Salukis did wrong in their first meeting
with Northern Iowa

GUEST COMMENTATOR: BRYAN MULLINS
“I’d probably say so just because it would seem to me
that people would need steroids more for football than
baseball. I don’t really think it’s that big of a deal in terms
of who has the biggest problem, but obviously it would
make more sense in football.”

Do you have questions for the Saluki
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

TRACK & FIELD

Thrower on ice after season-best
Riley rests after
throwing 79 feet

Brittany Riley
throws the shot
put during the
McDonald’s
Invitational at
the Recreation
Center Feb. 9.
Riley won the
weight throw
with a mark
more than 79
feet Friday at
the Iowa State
Classic.

Luis C. Medina
DAILY EGYPTIAN

After a season-high throw,
Brittany Riley said she is happy to
have some time off.
Riley and the SIU track and field
team are coming off strong performances at the Iowa State Classic, a
meet that included more than 200
athletes and 90 teams. Head coach
Connie Price-Smith said the Iowa
State meet provided her team with
the opportunity to compete against
highly rated competition.
“It was really encouraging for them
to see it and be in it, and to know they
are not that far behind top schools
or schools that are perceived to be so
much better,” Price-Smith said.
Riley, a senior from Flossmoor,
won the weight throw event with a
season-best throw that measured 79
feet 6.75 inches, more than 11 feet
farther than second place finisher
Sarah Stevens of Arizona State.
Riley said she was shaken up after
hitting a bystander with a practice
throw, but said she had an 88-foot
throw in practice and knows what she
has to do to duplicate that distance in
competition.
“I have to stop concentrating on

E MILY S UNBLADE
D AILY E GYPTIAN

not fouling so I can go aggressively
on every throw,” Riley said.
Junior Bianca Stuart followed up
her season-high 21-foot long jump
at the McDonald’s Invitational with
another victory in the long jump with
a leap measuring more than 20 feet.
Price-Smith said she was happy with
the consistency Stuart has shown, and
expects her to make another big jump
in her next meet.
SIU placed several runners in the
top-20. Megan Hoelscher and Emily
Toennies placed first and third in
the women’s 3,000-meter run, Jamie
Pfister placed second in the women’s
mile run and Andrea Norris posted
a 14th place finish in the 200-meter
dash.
On the men’s side, Nick Waninger

placed sixth in the 5,000-meter
run, Jeff Schirmer finished 12th in
the 3,000-meter run and Brandon
Deloney finished 18th in the 200meter dash.
SIU returns to action in Charleston
for a one-day meet Friday night. The
meet includes schools such as Indiana
State, SIU-Edwardsville and host
Eastern Illinois. Price-Smith said
she would treat the “Friday Night
Special” meet as a tune-up, giving
several of the Salukis’ recent top
performers rest before the Missouri
Valley Conference Championships,
where she expects a better outing
from Riley.
“She’ll come back and blast the
big throw she missed at Iowa State,”
Price-Smith said.
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INSIDER, page 19: Are steroids a
bigger problem for the NFL or MLB?
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

P A G E 20

MEN’S BASKETBALL
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15 MINUTES WITH ...

Salukis return home for final stretch Bryan
Mullins
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Junior guard Bryan Mullins
has been a spark for the SIU
men’s basketball Bryan Mullins
team this year
as he has averaged 11 points
per game and
is second in the
Missouri Valley
Conference in
both assists (5.1)
and steals (two).
The D E recently sat
down with Mullins to talk about
his least favorite place to play and
the most creative thing he has seen
from the Dawg Pound.

Forward Matt
Shaw, center,
looks on as
Randal Falker
writhes in
pain after a
hard contact
with the media
desk during a
scramble for the
ball Wednesday
night. Falker
recovered quickly
and helped the
Salukis win a
65-62 victory
over the Drake
Bulldogs.

See BENCH, Page 18

See MULLINS, Page 18

J AMES D URBIN
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Megan Kramper
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As the regular season begins to
wind down, the SIU men’s basketball team knows it needs every last
win it can get.
After an overtime victory over
Wichita State Saturday night
gave the Salukis sole possession of
third place in the Missouri Valley

Conference, the team will return
home for the first of its three
remaining home games as it hosts
Northern Iowa at 7:05 p.m.
Coach Chris Lowery said being
at SIU Arena for three out of four
remaining regular season games
can help the team get better before
postseason action.
“We obviously want to be at
home … and that lets you concentrate on getting better and focusing on practicing because we’ve
had a lot of time in this building,
and that only makes well for us,”
Lowery said.
Junior guard Bryan Mullins

said being at home, where the
Salukis are 7-0 in conference
games this season, helps the team
realize nothing is final until the
last whistle.
“People are playing with more
urgency and realizing that it is the
end of the season and we do have
a chance to make a special run,”
Mullins said.
Lowery said he was pleased
with his team’s overtime victory on
Saturday especially since the team
has had a rough time trying to
close on the road this season.
Senior Randal Falker has been
a spark for the Salukis in the past

three out of four games. During
that time, the 6-foot-7 forward
has had three double-doubles and
is averaging 13.9 points and 61
percent shooting from the field.
“It’s within him,” Lowery said.
“That’s where we expect him to
be around every game because his
talent level is there.”
Northern Iowa is led by senior
guard Eric Coleman, who is one of
only 10 players to lead his team in
scoring, rebounds and blocks with
11.3 points, 8.3 rebounds, and 1.4
blocks per game.
See HOME, Page 18

ROLE REVERSALS
Changes to bench
spark team

Josh Bone

Tyrone Green

Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

When Tyrone Green and Josh
• 5.3 ppg as a
• 7.5 ppg as a
Bone flipped roles, the Salukis’
starter
starter
fortunes changed with them.
• 5.2 ppg oﬀ the
The Saluki bench has been
• 8.7 ppg oﬀ the
bench
bench
vital in the recent success as
the team vies for a top seed in
the Missouri Valley Conference
Tournament. In SIU’s last game, are coming in and playing pretty
the sophomore Bone, junior Tony free and loosey goosey, and that’s
Boyle and freshman Carlton Fay good. Josh seems to be playing
came off the pine to combine for with no pressure now so that
22 points in a 74-67 overtime makes it even better.”
Bone’s last start came Feb.
victory against Wichita State.
Bone was especially efficient, 5 against Indiana State when
the
going
4-for-8
Salukis
from behind the
won
80-69,
but Bone went
arc and adds the bench comes
0-for-4 from
ing five assists.
Coach
Chris
together, the team the field while
Green came
Lowery said he
comes together.
is excited about
off the bench
— Tyrone Green
Bone’s move to
senior guard and went 3the sixth man role
for-6.
and thinks it will help down the
Since then, Green has been in
stretch.
the starting lineup while Bone
“I think moving Josh back to has complimented him off the
the bench has helped us score bench. The move seems to have
more,” Lowery said. “The guys helped both players perform to
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Freshman forward Carlton Fay, center, and junior forward Tony
Boyle sit on the bench during ESPN’s Game Day Jan. 26 at the SIU
Arena.
their potential.
After struggling early in the
season, Bone is averaging three
3-pointers per game over the last
three contests while Green has
also improved, going 9-for-16
from the field during the same
span.
While Green is starting now,
he said the bench is still the key
to the Salukis’ success.
“If they don’t play well, we
don’t have a chance to win,”
Green said. “As the bench comes
together, the team comes together.”
The veteran of the bunch
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SIU will play
last three of four
in Carbondale
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is Boyle, who, despite sporadic
starts, has provided a lift off
the bench through most of his
career. Boyle has had a productive month, going 11-for-21
from the field.
Boyle also knows what it takes
to give a boost when the team
needs it as he saved the Salukis
in the NCAA Tournament by
filling in for the injured Matt
Shaw against Holy Cross. Boyle
ended the game with a careerhigh 14 points to lead SIU to a
10-point victory.

DAILY EGYPTIAN: You’ve played
in a lot of arenas in your career.
Which do you think is the toughest
to play in?
BRYAN MULLINS: If I were an
opposing team it would definitely be
here but you know for us it’s probably
Wichita (State).
DE: The Dawg Pound is notorious for being one
of the best student sections
in the nation.
����
What’s one
�������� ��
of the craziest
things you’ve
heard from
them during a
game?
BM: They’ve made
some good signs and stuff I’ve seen.
When we played Indiana they had a
bunch of signs for Verizon Wireless
with Kelvin Sampson and I thought
that was pretty creative.
DE: What is your favorite sports
movie?
BM: I have a bunch, but right
now I’ll go with Rudy.
DE: What one song do you listen
to when you want to get pumped
up?
BM: Right now I’m listening to
Superstar by Lupe Fiasco.
DE: What one song do you listen
to when you want to relax?
BM: I don’t really listen to songs
to relax.
DE: You grew up in the Chicago
suburbs and have spent time in the
St. Louis area ... so tell us who has
better pizza?
BM: Chicago. No doubt. There’s
nothing like it.
DE: Finish this sentence: If I’m
not playing basketball, I like to ...
BM: Watch movies and relax.
DE: What is the lamest question you’ve been asked in an interview?
BM: You guys think you’re going
to win tomorrow?
DE: Would you rather make the
game-winning shot or dish the ball
to the open man who hits the gamewinning shot?
BM: As long as we win, but I’d
probably rather hit the game winning shot.
DE: Let’s talk about your teammates. Who has the weirdest pregame ritual?
BM: None of the guys on our
team really have any weird pre-game
rituals.
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